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Hardwood floors have been the traditional choice for our homes

for hundreds of years. Today, Greenland™ bamboo flooring is

the most attractive alternative to conventional hardwood floors.

The Janka Hardness  Rating is used
to show the hardness  of wood and
bamboo flooring.

Strand Woven Bamboo flooring
Janka hardness rating is between
14.5 -15.8 KN, which is twice as
hard as Jarrah hardwood from
Western Australia and nearly three
times harder than Tasmanian Oak.

Why Greenland Bamboo™

Janka Hardness Rating
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Highest quality manufacturing and environmental management standards

with ISO 9001 and ISO14001

World famous licensed UniClic patented 4-side locking system

7-9 Coatings of UV-cured polyurethane coating with

aluminum oxide finish, which meets European E1 VOC emission standards

Greenland UniClic bamboo flooring is cold press strand woven bamboo,

which has been pressed with normal room temperature, under high pressure
for 15-20 days resulting in a more reliable structure with more even and
beautiful colour surface
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German Treffert

™

™ bamboo has passed reaction tests to fire under Australian

Standard , which meet commercial building requirement in
Australia

Greenland™ bamboo is a premium selected bamboo flooring manufactured by

one of the world largest bamboo manufacturers, who is a member of WWF
(World Wildlife Fund) and FSC (Forest Stewardship Council Certificate)

ASISO 9239.1



Greenland ™ Bamboo’s 4-way UniClic locking patent®

Bamboo Flooring Accessaries

Beautiful, durable and environmentally friendly

White Colour Natural Colour Carbonized Colour Antique  Colour

Kempas  Colour Jatoba Colour Walnut Colour Tiger Colour

Greenland™ Bamboo

UniClic , by world famous Unilin Group located in
Belgium, internationally acknowledged as the  best
flooring lock system in the world.

Gap free and great for non-glue easy DIY installation.

® ®



Your Local Distributor

Why Bambo Flooring

Cleaning & Maintainence
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Keep your flooring clean and avoid using large quantities of water to clean your
bamboo floor. Do not clean with soap, oil, wax, acid, any other caustic
solvents. These will cause damage to the floor's coating and structure and will void the
warranty. Do not use a steam mop cleaning, instead clean your Greenland bamboo
with a soft damp cotton or micro-fibre mop. Always avoid leaving liquids to stand on
your floor. If spills occur, remove as quickly as possible.

When moving large heavy furniture or appliances, put a large heavy blanket or towel
underneath to prevent scratches and dents. Before furniture is placed on your new
floor, protector pads should be installed on the bottom of all furniture legs.

High heel or spiked shoes will cause damage to bamboo flooring.

The use of a wood stove, fireplace, and electric heat will create a very dry environment
in your home. Maintaining an average relative humidity level of 45% will decrease the
expansion and contraction of your floor.

ammonia or

As with timber and all natural products, bamboo changes colour over a long period of
time. This discolouration is not considered a defect.

Natural & environmentally sustainable

Harder than most hardwood timber

Bamboo - a better choice

Retardant against termites

Beautiful appearance

Better value than timber

Greenland™ bamboo Floors are made from Moso Bamboo (also called Mao Zhu or Giant
Bamboo), which is rapidly growing renewable resource, It grows about 3 feet daily and it
has the ability to mature in 5-6 years, however most hardwood trees need 60-70 years.

Strand woven bamboo is harder than most hardwood timber, and hardwood floors usually
need to be sanded every 2 to 3 years. However strand woven bamboo stays beautiful
without the need for re-sanding, saving you potentially huge potential cost in the future.

In the same surface area, bamboo produces
30% - 35% more oxygen but emits

.

Bamboo is a giant grass, so bamboo is – termites eat
woods. Many traditional timber floors home owners now choose to install bamboo
flooring during their renovation in preference to conventional hardwoods.

Strand woven bamboo flooring has less colour variation compared to hardwood timber
flooring. the whole floor finish is attractive.

As well as the environmental cost, bamboo
flooring is more affordable to buy and install
than hardwood timber floors.

retardant against termites

30%
less carbon dioxide than woods
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